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Magnetization and microwave study of superconducting MgB2
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We report magnetic-field-dependent magnetization and microwave impedance measurements on a MgB2

superconductor prepared by high-pressure synthesis. We find that the upper critical field is linearly dependent
on temperature nearTc and the dc irreversibility field exponent is;1.4. Microwave surface impedance
measurements were carried out in applied magnetic fields up to 8 T. The low-field data show an absence of
weak links in the superconducting state. By inverting the surface impedance data, we find a vortex depinning
frequency that decreases with increasing magnetic field, which is characteristic of collective pinning.
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INTRODUCTION

The report of superconductivity in commercially availab
MgB2 is proving to be particularly interesting especially
the superconducting transition temperature is relatively h
~39 K! for a simple binary structure.1 Recent Hall effect ex-
periments have shown that the carriers in MgB2 are holes.2–4

The observation of a boron isotope effect has led to Mg2
being described as a phonon-mediated BCS supercondu5

Further understanding of superconductivity in MgB2 is com-
plicated by conflicting reports concerning the magnitude a
symmetry of the superconducting gap. Some studies re
an s-wave superconducting order parameter where 2D/kBT
is less than that expected within the weak-coupling B
theory6–8 or large enough so that MgB2 is in the strong-
coupling regime.9 Other studies report the existence of tw
superconducting gaps10–13 or nodes in the superconductin
gap.14 It is worth noting that the study of the electronic de
sity of states in MgB2 has been extended to single crystals15

The temperature dependence of the superfluid fraction
been found consistent with a two-gap scenario. Early11B
nuclear magnetic resonance measurements supported
s-wave superconducting order parameter model, and a s
coherence peak was reported.9 However, this has been que
tioned by a later study that accentuated the importance
flux motion to the value of the spin-lattice relaxation rate16

MgB2 appears to be promising in technological applic
tions. For that purpose tailoring of the physical propert
may be achieved by specific sample preparation method
subsequent treatment.17 In particular, the achievement o
high critical current densities at high magnetic fields wou
be very attractive, especially in the light of the difficultie
with high-temperature superconductors. Among the tech
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logically relevant properties are the temperature depende
of the upper critical fieldHc2 and the magnetic irreversibility
field H irr . The anisotropy ofHc2 is very important and has
been reported to range from 1.23 to 2.6~Refs. 18–20! in
various samples. Also, some of the reports found thatHc2
was not linearly dependent on temperature nearTc .18,19,21–24

It has been suggested that this positive curvature is simila
that observed in the nickel borocarbides and can be
plained by a two-band model for superconductivity in t
clean limit.21 However, a linear temperature dependence
Hc2 was reported in other studies.20,25,26The temperature de
pendence ofH irr has also been investigated in vario
samples.26–29Two reports have found thatH irr scales linearly
with the temperature deviation fromTc ,26,27while the analy-
sis ofH irr reported in two other studies gives a scaling of t
form H irr}(T2Tc)

n, where n is ;1.2 ~Ref. 28! or ;1.5
~Ref. 29!.

Microwave surface impedance measurements are
suited to investigate fundamental parameters such as the
perconducting gap and penetration depth, but also yield
formation concerning the dissipation which is important
high-frequency applications. Initial measurements of the
crowave resistance on separated MgB2 grains ~3 GHz! re-
vealed a relatively high resistance belowTc that could not be
explained by a isotropics-wave superconducting orde
parameter.30 A similar observation was made from an optic
study of MgB2 thin films with energies ranging from 0.5 t
3.7 meV.31 Recent microwave studies have concentrated
the low-temperature behavior of the surface resistanceRs(T)
and penetration depthl(T) in powder samples and thin
films.32–35The apparently different temperature dependen
in various samples could be interpreted in terms of an an
tropic superconducting gap. Inc-axis-oriented films the
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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large superconducting gapDab;7.5 meV is manifested in
the microwave properties, whereas in unaligned samples
the small gapDc;3 meV which determines the electrod
namic response. The impurity phases in various sam
yield relatively high residual surface resistance and may
fluence the detailed shapes of the observedRs(T) andl(T)
curves, particularly at low temperatures where the gap is
is investigated.

The properties of MgB2 samples prepared at high tem
perature and high pressure36 deserve to be thoroughly inves
tigated in view of the potential technological applications.
this paper we report the results from magnetization meas
ments and microwave surface impedance measurements
dense MgB2 sample in dc magnetic fields up to 8 T. O
sample has been characterized previously in a scanning
tron microscopy~SEM! study and its dc resistivity and Ha
coefficient have also been reported.3,36,37 We focus on the
analysis ofHc2 andH irr as deduced from magnetization an
microwave impedance measurements. We find that collec
pinning of vortices at microwave frequencies prevails in h
pressed MgB2 samples.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The MgB2 sample was prepared by high-pressure~3 GPa!
synthesis using commercial MgB2 powder as described
previously.3,36,37The sample was sintered at 950 °C and th
quenched to room temperature. The density of the sam
produced by this preparation method was 2.48 g cm23. Scan-
ning electron microscopy shows that the grains are well c
nected and it is not possible to distinguish the bounda
between individual grains within the resolution of the SE
The sample purity was more than 99% as determined
x-ray diffraction analysis. Its resistivity was;50 mV cm at
room temperature and;20 mV cm at 40 K. The supercon
ducting transition width was about 0.4 K for a 10%–90
drop of the resistivity curve. The Hall constant was found
be positive, and the calculated hole carrier density was
31023 cm23 ~Ref. 3!. A far-infrared study provided evidenc
that MgB2 was in the dirty limit.38

Magnetization measurements were made using a su
conducting quantum interference device~SQUID! magneto-
meter and applied magnetic fields of up to 60 kG. The
magnetization measurements were made with an ac mag
field of 0.05 G and a frequency of 1 kHz. The dc magne
zation data show a small ferromagnetic component tha
temperature independent for temperatures less than 30
This is likely to be due to the Fe impurity clusters in th
sample. Similar observations were reported by ot
researchers.14,22,39We estimate the Fe clusters fraction to
no more that 0.02% of the total sample mass from the s
ration magnetization of the ferromagnetic impurity.

Microwave measurements at 9.3 GHz were made us
the intracavity method. The sample was mounted on a s
phire cold finger and placed in the center of an ellip
eTE111 cavity where the microwave electric field is max
mum. The cavity was kept at liquid helium temperature, a
the heater and sensor assembly, mounted on the sap
holder, enabled the sample temperature to be varied. Th
01450
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magnetic field was perpendicular to the microwave elec
field. The measured quantities were theQ factor and the
resonant frequency of the cavity loaded with the sample. T
cavity is made of copper with the walls coated with silv
and a thin layer of gold in order to protect the walls fro
oxidation. This results in an unloadedQ factor of 23104,
which is lower than the value attainable with supercondu
ing cavities, but offers the advantage that measurements
be made in an applied magnetic field. With the recently
troduced modulation technique,40 we were able to measur
the change of theQ factor with a relative precision of 1023.
The resonant frequency was monitored by a microwa
counter. The complex frequency shift is given by,41

Dṽ

v
5

D f

f
1 iDS 1

2QD5 iaZ̃s5a~2Xs1 iRs!, ~1!

wherea contains the geometric parameters of the sample
cavity. The complex surface impedanceZ̃s5Rs1 iXs is re-
lated to the complex surface conductivitys̃ by the expres-
sion Z̃s5Aim0v/s̃. The complex frequency shift in Eq.~1!
is defined relative to that from an idealized perfect conduc
with the same geometry as the actual sample. Since a pe
conductor does not give rise to microwave absorption,
take the empty-cavityQ factor as the reference point from
which D(1/2Q) is monitored. Our measurements on h
pressed MgB2 samples have shown that the slopes ofD f / f
andD(1/2Q) in the normal state were identical in amplitud
but opposite in sign. This could be taken as evidence that
sample behaved as a normal metal aboveTc . In this case, we
can determine the offset ofD f / f , which is experimentally
unknown, so that not only the slopes, but also the abso
values satisfy the identity2D f / f 5D(1/2Q) in the normal
state. This is equivalent to the conditionRsn5Xsn , and
therefores̃ becomes real and is given bysn . The absolute
values ofRs can be obtained if a calibration measuremen
carried out with another sample of the same size but kno
conductivity so that the geometric factora in Eq. ~1! can be
determined. However, the effective surface areas of the
samples are not necessarily equal due to the surface ro
ness of granular samples. In such cases, it is convenien
normalize all the measured quantities to their values at so
temperature in the normal state. The geometric factora is
then eliminated, and the normalized measured quantities
related to the normalized reals1 /sn and imaginarys2 /sn
components of the complex conductivity.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

It can be seen from ac susceptibility measurements in
1~a! that the superconducting transition at 38.3 K is ve
sharp and the superconducting transition width is less tha
K. This attests to the good quality and connectivity of t
hot-pressed MgB2 sample. It should be noted that measu
ments on commercial MgB2 powder samples and ceram
samples sintered at 1 atm can result in broad transitions
the Meissner state.26,39The corresponding dcM /H is plotted
in Fig. 1~b! for an applied magnetic field of 25 G in both th
zero-field-cooled ~solid circles! and field-cooled ~open
5-2
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MAGNETIZATION AND MICROWAVE STUDY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014505 ~2002!
circles! conditions. The difference between the zero-fie
cooled and field-cooled curves is due to trapped magn
flux. Note that the remnant magnetic field from the SQU
superconducting magnet is;6 G, and hence there is som
trapped magnetic flux even in the nominally zero-fie
cooled condition.

Two important parameters for characterizing type-II s
perconductors areH irr andHc2 . The magnetic irreversibility
is apparent in Fig. 2~a! where we show the difference be
tween the field-cooled and zero-field-cooled dc magnet
tion for different applied magnetic fields. The irreversibili
temperature for a given field,Tirr(H), is defined by the de-

FIG. 1. ~a! Plot of the real part of the ac susceptibility again
temperature.~b! Plot of the zero-field-cooled~solid circles! and
field-cooled~open circles! magnetization divided by the field for a
applied magnetic field of 25 G.

FIG. 2. ~a! Plot of the magnetization difference between fie
cooled and zero-field-cooled measurements for applied magn
fields of 60 kG, 50 kG, 40 kG, 30 kG, 20 kG, 10 kG and 25 G. T
arrow indicates increasing applied magnetic field.~b! Plot of Hc2

~solid circles! and H irr ~open circles! against temperature. Th
curves are fits to the data obtained from the magnetization mea
ments as described in the text. Also shown isHc2 ~solid triangles!
determined from the microwaveRs /Rsn using the linear extrapola
tion method described in the text and the magnetic field wh
v0 /v, plotted in Fig. 6~b! is equal to 1~open up triangles!. The
dotted curve is a fit to the microwave data as described in the
01450
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parture from zero of the corresponding curves plotted in F
2~a!. It can be seen thatTirr(H) decreases with increasin
magnetic field. These data are plotted in Fig. 2~b! as the
invertedH irr(T) ~open circles!. We show by the dashed curv
in Fig. 2~b! that H irr can be fitted toH irr(T)5H irr(0)(1
2T/Tc)

n over the experimental temperature range where
find that n51.4. The exponent is comparable to that fou
when a similar function is fitted to theH irr data of Bugo-
slavskyet al. ~;1.5!,29 and it is greater than that observed
other MgB2 samples.26,28 It is also greater than that reporte
by Kim et al. (n;1.0),27 whereH irr was defined as the field
where the initial negative maximum in the magnetization
observed when the magnetization is measured as a func
of increasing magnetic field.

The origin of the magnetic irreversibility in MgB2 may
include flux-line pinning or flux creep and three-dimension
~3D! flux-lattice melting. We note that the exponent in o
MgB2 sample is close to that obtained from zero-field-coo
and field-cooled magnetization measurements on Nb3Sn (n
;1.37),42 where the irreversibility was fitted to the flux
lattice melting model of Houghton, Pelcovitis, and Sudbø43

It is therefore possible that the irreversibility in our MgB2
sample is also due to flux-lattice melting. We show later t
the magnetic irreversibility in the microwave region is ass
ciated with collective vortex depinning.

It can be seen in Fig. 2~b! that Hc2 ~solid circles! in-
creases linearly with decreasing temperature.Hc2 was ob-
tained from the temperature-dependent magnetization
where the temperature at which the magnetization begin
decrease in an applied magnetic field definesHc2(T). We
find thatdHc2 /dT55100 G K21 nearTc , which is compa-
rable to that found by Larbalestieret al. ~;5000 G/K! ~Ref.
26! and slightly greater than that found by Finnemoreet al.
~4400 G/K! ~Ref. 25!. However, other studies have foun
that Hc25Hc2* (12T/Tc)

11a where a can be 0.25 or
greater.18,21–23It has been stated that a positive curvature
also observed in the rare-earth nickel borocarbides, whe
has been attributed to an effective two-band model for sup
conductors in the clean limit.21 However, as mentioned ea
lier, a far-infrared study provided evidence that the pres
MgB2 samples are in the dirty limit.38 The presently studied
hot-pressed MgB2 samples belong also to the dirty limit a
observed from the relatively high resistivity aboveTc . Thus
an almost linearHc2(T) is not surprising.

The temperature dependences ofRs /Rsn and Xs /Xsn are
plotted in Fig. 3~a!. It can be seen that the transitions into t
superconducting state are sharp and there is no evidenc
the superconducting fluctuation effects nearTc . At low tem-
peratures the surface resistance shows still relatively h
values, which is a sign that impurities play a significant ro
This phenomenon has been observed in microwave meas
ments on other MgB2 samples.30,32–35,44,45The influence of
the impurities becomes important if the value of the sup
conducting gap is determined from the low-temperature p
etration depth. In this paper the focus is on the analysis
Hc2 and H irr , which we extract also from field-depende
microwave measurements shown below. However, in or
to enable a comparison with other MgB2 samples measure
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A. DULČIĆ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014505 ~2002!
in zero-field microwave experiments, we invert the data
Fig. 3~a! to obtain the temperature dependences of the
and imaginary parts of the complex conductivity. In order
deal with the impurities we assume a simple model in wh
the effective complex conductivitys̃e determined by direct
inversion of the experimental data is related to the intrin
complex conductivitys̃ and the impurity contribution by

1

s̃e
5~12 f !

1

s̃
1 f r i , ~2!

wheref denotes the volume fraction of the impurities andr i
their resistivity. Note that Eq.~2! implies the connection in
series which is appropriate when the impurities are dispe
on the scale of the microwave penetration depth. The di
inversion of the data in Fig. 3~a! yields s̃e , and s̃ can be
found from Eq.~2! with the choice off which minimizes the
real part s1 at low temperatures. Figures 3~b! shows the
resulting temperature dependences ofs1(T) and s2(T). It
was calculated assumingr i is equal to the normal-state re
sistivity rn and f 50.08, but no significant change is ob
tained withr i.rn and corresponding recalculation off. We
note that the obtained values off are consistent with the
estimated volume fractions of Fe impurity clusters as m
tioned above. However, other impurities such as Mg a
related oxides are not excluded. The resulting complex c
ductivity in Fig. 3~b! can be compared to the recent micr
wave measurements on other MgB2 samples32–35through the

FIG. 3. ~a! Plot of Rs /Rsn ~solid circles! andXs /Xsn ~open up
triangles! against temperature.~b! The correspondings1 /sn ~solid
circles! ands2 /sn ~open up triangles! plotted against temperature
The data are normalized to the values at 40 K. The inset shows
temperature variation of the London penetration depthDl(T). The
dashed line is the function given by Eq.~3! with l05800 nm and
n53-T/Tc for the weak-coupling case, while the dash-dotted l
represents the strong-coupling case (n54) with l051600 nm. The
solid line is exponential behavior given by Eq.~4! with D/kTc

51.05 andl05450 nm.
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analysis of the penetration depthl5(m0vs2)21/2 shown in
the inset to Fig. 3~b!. We plot also the analytical function32,33

Dl~T!5l~T!2l~0!5l0F 1

A12S T

Tc
D n

21G , ~3!

which approximates the temperature variation for strong c
pling (n54) and weak coupling (n532T/Tc) at higher
temperatures. It appears that our data fit better to the w
coupling as expected in unaligned samples.32 For T!Tc the
temperature dependence is better approximated by
exponential33

Dl'l0Ap

2

D

kTc

Tc

T
expS 2

D

kTc

Tc

T D . ~4!

The solid line in the inset to Fig. 3~b! is the best fit to the
experimental low-temperature data obtained with (D/kTc)
51.05. This value is in a good agreement with the valu
found by other authors.32–34

We now turn to the main objective of the present pap
which is the analysis ofHc2 andH irr . These parameters ca
be determined from the field-dependent microwave meas
ments. One may note that higher fields are equivalen
higher temperatures where the contribution of impurities
less critical for a proper analysis. Hence our conclusions
Hc2 andH irr are much less sensitive to possible variations
the treatment of the impurities.

In Fig. 4 we plotRs /Rsn andXs /Xsn against the magnetic
field and at different temperatures. It is clear that there are
weak links in our sample because weak links are known
cause a rapid initial increase inRs and Xs especially in the
sintered ceramic high-temperature superconducting~HTSC!
samples,46–48which is not seen in Fig. 4. The same prope
has been reported for higher-qualityc-axis-oriented MgB2
films.34 The absence of weak links indicates very good co
nectivity of the grains in our hot-pressed sample. It a

he

FIG. 4. ~a! Plot of Rs /Rsn against magnetic field for tempera
tures of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 33, 35, and 37 K.~b! Plot of Xs /Xsn

against magnetic field for the same temperatures. The arrows
cate increasing temperature.
5-4
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MAGNETIZATION AND MICROWAVE STUDY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014505 ~2002!
shows the technological potential of MgB2 when compared
with the HTSC’s because the electronic and magn
properties of the main HTSC being developed for w
application, Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O101d , are significantly affected
by weak links.

We estimateHc2 from the curves in Fig. 4 by performing
a linear extrapolation aboveTc . This procedure is clear in
Fig. 5 where we plotRs /Rsn at 33 K. The departure from th
straight line, indicated by the arrow, is the temperature wh
Hc2 is equal to the applied magnetic field. The results o
tained at various temperatures are summarized in Fig.~b!
~solid up triangles!. It is apparent that this method of dete
mining Hc2 yields similar results as the method based on
magnetization data.

It is also possible to estimateHc2 from theRs andXs data
plotted in Fig. 4 by considering the effective conductivitys̃H
in the mixed state which can be expressed as49

1

s̃H
5

12~H/Hc2!~12 iv0 /v!21

~12H/Hc2!~s12 is2!1snH/Hc2

1
H

Hc2sn

1

12 iv0 /v
, ~5!

wherev is the microwave angular frequency andv0 is the
depinning angular frequency. It can be seen thats̃H reduces
to the zero-field conductivity,s12 is2 , whenH is zero. Fur-
thermore, asH→Hc2 the effective conductivity tends to
wards the normal-state conductivitysn . In the analysis of
the field-dependent measurements,s̃H replacess̃ in Eq. ~2!.
The ratioH/Hc2 defines the volume fraction of the samp
filled by the vortex cores. The concept of an effective co
ductivity is valid when the distance between vortices is mu
smaller than the penetration depth. Hence it is not applica
at low magnetic fields. This model assumes that the radiu
the vortex cores isj5AF0/2pHc2, where F0 is the flux
quantum. At a constant temperature, the density of vort
increases with increasing magnetic field, but all the vorti
have the same fixed radiusj. ThusHc2 in Eq. ~5! is defined
as a parameter which determines the radius of the vortice
all magnetic fields in the mixed state. The depinning angu

FIG. 5. Plot of Rs /Rsn against magnetic field at 33 K on a
expanded scale. The arrow indicates the field whereRs /Rsn starts to
deviate from a straight line, which is taken asHc2 .
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frequency parameterv0 depends on the pinning potentia
experienced by the vortices driven by the oscillating mic
wave current.50

We plot, in Fig. 6,Hc2 and v0 /v against applied mag
netic field whereHc2 andv0 /v were obtained using Eq.~5!,
the data in Fig. 4, and the zero-field values ofs1 /sn and
s2 /sn plotted in Fig. 3~b!. We first discuss the depinnin
frequency. The absolute value of the depinning freque
can be calculated from the data in Fig. 6 and the knowle
of our operating frequencyv/2p59.3 GHz. At low tempera-
tures and low fields the depinning frequency is very high
is the case also in high-temperature superconductors.50 In
general, at a fixed temperature,v0 decreases with increasin
applied magnetic field, thus showing that the pinning pot
tial is reduced as the density increases. This observation
dicates that collective pinning of vortices occurs over t
whole magnetic field region covered in Fig. 6. In contrast
field-independentv0 is observed in HTSC’s at fields muc
lower thanHc2 , which is due to individual vortex pinning.50

When the pinning is individual the pinning potential depen
only on temperature andv0 is independent of magnetic fiel
at a given temperature. In collective pinning, however,
effective pinning potential depends on the interactions
tween vortices and this brings about the field dependenc
v0 . We note that the vortex solid occurs in the irreversib
region wherev0 /v@1, while for v0 /v,1 there is a
gradual transition into the reversible region with decreas
v0 /v. The flux-flow regime occurs whenv0 /v!1. There-
fore, the data in Fig. 6~b! indicate that the magnetic irrevers
ibility observed in the microwave region is associated w
vortex depinning. However, the irreversibility field obtaine
in the microwave region is less than that observed in the
case. This can be seen in Fig. 2~b! where we plot the mag-
netic field wherev0 /v51. This is expected since depinnin
at microwave frequencies is a collective excitation of the fl
line lattice, but with flux still trapped in the sample. Depi
ning in the context of dc magnetization means that the fl
has to move across the sample surface. We expect that t
different processes appear at different energies. For the

FIG. 6. Plot ofHc2 andv0 /v obtained by numerically inverting
of the data from Fig. 5 as described in the text. The arrows indic
increasing temperatures from 5 to 33 K.
5-5
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A. DULČIĆ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014505 ~2002!
magnetization case, depinning is thermally activated
only controlled by the temperature. In the microwave ca
depinning is manifested when the viscous drag force, wh
is proportional to the velocity of the oscillating flux line
becomes comparable to the restoring force due to pinnin
a potential well. This occurs at a temperature lower than
required for the dc magnetization depinning. We show by
dotted curves in Fig. 2~b! that the magnetic field wher
v0 /v51 is proportional to (12T/Tc)

n wheren51.25. This
line represents the dynamic irreversibility at 9.3 GHz.

It is apparent in Fig. 6~a! that Hc2 , calculated using the
mixed-state model discussed above, is more complex
those plotted in Fig. 2~b!. In particular, the inversion proces
reveals Hc2 values that increase with increasing appli
magnetic field. In a single-crystal superconductor one sho
get a single constant value forHc2 since it reflects the value
of j, which is constant at a given temperature. We attrib
the increase inHc2 with increasing field to an intrinsic an
isotropy inHc2 and random orientations of the grains. Wh
the applied magnetic field is increased above the low
value of the anisotropicHc2 , some of the grains are brough
to the normal state and only those grains with orientati
yielding higherHc2 remain superconducting. In this way, th
increasing applied magnetic field gradually changes the
erageHc2 of the grains that still remain in the supercondu
ing state. We note that Eq.~5! is highly nonlinear and the
value ofHc2 , calculated by the inversion procedure from t
experimental data, is not a simple average of the intrin
Hc2 from the individual grains. The result in Fig. 6 mere
proves that there is no single value forHc2 at a given tem-
perature, which indicates that the sample has randomly
ented grains with an intrinsic anisotropy inHc2 . We note
that the value ofHc2 , obtained from the dc magnetizatio
data and the temperature where the microwave resist
begins to decrease, is the magnetic field where the last gr
d
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in the sample are brought into the normal state. Thus, for
anisotropic and unoriented superconductor, this method
provide Hc2 values that are close to the highest intrins
upper critical field, which is the one obtained for the ma
netic field applied along thec axis. In addition, the supercon
ducting fluctuations at the transition from superconducting
normal state at high magnetic fields may produce a curva
in Rs /Rsn such as seen for example in Fig. 5 so that t
values ofHc2 defined by the criterion of deviation ofRs /Rsn
from a straight line turn out to be higher.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have performed magnetization and
crowave measurements on dense hot-pressed MgB2. The
magnetic-field-dependent microwave impedance shows
evidence of Josephson weak links, which indicates that
crystal defects and intergranular regions are significan
smaller that the superconducting coherence length. Furt
more, we find that the upper critical field is linearly depe
dent on temperature and the dc irreversibility field coefficie
is larger than that found in some of the previous studies.
show from our analysis of the microwave data that the vor
pinning is collective, which is different from that observed
the HTSC’s where individual vortex pinning is observe
Furthermore, the magnetic irreversibility in the microwa
region is due to dynamic vortex depinning.
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